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SHE
Dr. Abha R Dixit

A spur of the moment decision,
Nefarious, wicked, astonishingor marvelous
Filled with uncertainty, fear or anxiety
For, swerving on the swivel of existence
Someone was breathing and embracing life
The three trimesters of patience
Among the worldly murmur and chaos
Introduced SHE.

Some rejoiced, some tearful,
Some sarcastic, some scornful
Dowry some said, some pain
Responsibility some said, some stain
Within came a voice, Angel!
It is a Big Blessing, it is SHE.

She is life, she is friend
She is miraculous, she is trend
She is fighter, she is strength
She is beauty, can stretch to immeasurable length
She smiles so pure, only she can endure
The failure, the misery, the success, the treasury
Yet, she gives, never gives up
She builds, never breaks up!
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SHE

From a tender bloom to a flower
Her fragrance enticing even the supreme power
She scampers, she cavorts, Aah!so high strung
With her giggle and laughter, there SHE sprung
Spreading happiness, love, care, empathy, radiance,
An equal proportion of all stands together in strong union
Celebrating her beauty and strength, validating her as a great companion.

She has the power to create and nurture
With inner strength to incubate and foster
In his world, she has to travel miles
To prove her worth, to find her mirth
Fight, she must, for equity and fairness
Succumb, she must not, to unfairness
For, she is no puppet, she is a being
For she is no doll, she is SHE.

A Heinous plot it is, the gradual dissipation of SHE
Into the twisted twigs of patriarchal plexus
The Prenatal death, the unscrupulous murder
The defining of herself as a sinful creature
Ah! What an irony!!It happens in God’s own country.
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